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We proaont a local Lagrangian field theory of apin zero meaona cary- 
ing both electric and magnetic charges. The quantization of {firnffn— n^Um) 
as integral multiples of 47r is obtained as a condition of intogrability of 
infinitesimal Poincar6-Lie algebra to finite Poincare group. Cano­
nical commutation relations, energy momentum tensor and Feynman 
rules are obtained by usual techniques of Lagrangian field theory.
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1 . INTIIODUCTION
Th(U(i is an inherent asymmetry in Maxwell-Lorcntz electrodynamics in the sense, 
that this theory incorporates free elcctru; charges but not free magnetic charges. 
This is in agreement with experimental observation that there does not exist free 
magnetic charges in Nature. But actually nothing in Classical Physics forbids 
the existence of free magnetic charges To remedy this lack of summotry Dfrac 
(1931, 1948) reformulated Maxwell-Lorentz theory so as to include magnetic 
charge and showed that (juantisation is possible provided only the charges and 
pole strengths have to be quantized according to egjhc —■ nj2 Schwinger (1966) 
proposed that charge quantization is given by cgjhc =  n which makes smallest 
non-zero charge-pole product unity instead of 1/2 as was shown by Diracs’s 
quantization condition This integral quantization is due to the use of an in­
finite discontinuity line in accordanccj with space reflection consideration rather 
than semi-infinite line employed by JDirac. Both Dirac and Schwinger formu­
lated the theories of magnetic charges carried by spin-1/2 fields. Schwingci’’s 
fie.ld theory of magnetic charge was extended to the case of charged fields with 
zero and one spin by Yan (1966). Zwanzigor (1968) has developed the field theory 
of magnetic charges of spin-1/2 fields, the particles carrying both electric and 
magnetic charges. He showed the unitary equivalence of Hamiltonians des­
cribing the system of particles with electric and magnetic charges e„, and the 
system with charges c„ =  cos 0-\-gn sin 0, sin (?+(/n cos 0, which
is known as Chiral Equivalence Theorem and holds in the absence of physical 
magnetic charges Ho also showed that in the presence of physical magnetic 
cliargos, charge quantization condition applied not to separate products but to 
the combinations {Cngm—^m9n) which must be integral multiples of 47t. Later
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Zwanziger (1971) el&gantly formulated the Local Lagrangian quantum field 
theory of electric and magnetic chargee with the aid of a fixed arbitrary vector n 
to avoid complications of Dirac eingularity line and obtained quantization of 
. combination (eni7m— as a condition for the infinitesimal Poincar6-Lie 
algebra to be into grated to a representation of finite Poincare group
Here we propose to extend Zwanzigor’s (1971) work for spin-1 /2 fields to the 
case of electric and magnetic cliarges carried by spin-zero fields like pions. The 
quantization condition that one would obtain in such a case is not very much 
obvious since the Lorentz transofrination properties of apuior and boson fields 
differ. Considerable calculational differences are also encountered in obtaining 
expressions for various physical quantities. Hero the usual technique is employed 
to obtain the canonical commutation relations, tlie energy momentum tensor, 
Lorentz transformation law and the Feyman rules. Our treatment for obtaining 
tlic commutation relations is, however, much more transparent and simpler than 
Zwaiiziger’s.
in section 2 the local Lagrangian density involving two four-potentials 
Afi, and is introduced which yields Maxwells equations. In section 3 the 
Lagrangian density for electrically and magnetically charged boson fields is 
introduced and energy-momentum tensor calculated In section 4 the cano­
nical commutation relations arc found using axial gauge. Jn section 5 the law 
of transformation of field variables under infinitesimal change of Lorentz frame is 
found and quantization of {engm~0n^m) obtained on condition of its integra- 
bility to a finite Lorentz group Jn the last section the Feyman rules are noted 
for boson electrodynamics
2 F ie l d  e q u a t io n s  a n d  L ao raeo tan
The MaswelVs equations are,
wliere olootrio and magnetic currents are conserved i e.
d-je = 0 jc =  b
The general solutions of 1st and 2nd Maxwell’s equations are the ts
F'^  =  (dAH)+(^.d)-H'^Ajc)‘* 
and F^ =  (dA4)‘*-f (»i.c) ~^M^ Aj^ )
F  =  {dAA)-'[n.d)-'^{nA3t)^
respectively. Where is an arbitrary fixed four-veotor, (Ti.d)-i is an integral 
operator with kernel [nd)~^ { x -y )  satisfying (n 3)(n r7)'-i(a:) and and are 
two four-potentia .
(2 1)
(2.2)
(2.3a) 
(2 3b)
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
Equations (2 3b) and (2 4b) givo n F ^ ~ n {d A B ), n F =  n.{dAA) ... (2.5) 
Avliich yield.
^  -  ^",({«-Ar7?.(dA/1)l]-{»?Ar»7 (dA7?)l)‘0 (2 6a)
P ' '= - J;j({«A|».(3A/l)l)‘'f{nA[«.(flAiJ)|)) ... (20(,)
Using tbese oxpr(^MSionR,Maxw(‘.ll’s cquatioiiK in terms ot potentials are,
Vj {n O'u.dA^ ^—n 0(Fn A 00 A ~n>'0hi A ~~n Oc^ „jcy0)'’O^ ''B^ ) =  j /  (2 7a)
\;^ {n.O i\ OBf^-v 0 d‘''n.B~vi<v.O 0 B —n‘^ 0^}i.n~ii (2 7b)
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These equations of motion follow From Lagrangian density 
L — Lr~\ J^T
where
(2 .8)
[»  ('■’A/J)] . |» (dAB)'i\
and
2^, r« (!)AB)\\n(dKA)i\
-  2'^ ,- \n(0AA)-\^- 2^ s l« .(a A B )?
Li -- - : ) e A - j y B
(2  9 ) 
(2 10)
}/ =  ^icA{0,-\-ic„A„-\-i^,,B„)f/),* 0„ —</ ,^*(d„— — 1 (2 11a)
11
j„ ‘- -  i; iU (0,.+ ie„A „+i:B „)^n*  (2 Ilh)
where 0„'s are a set of sj)in-/oro fields eacli carrying electric and magnetic charges
Cr,
Tt. can be easily verified tiiat these currents are (lonservod by virtue of equations 
of motion for the spin 0 fields,
3. ENEimY-MOME j^TOM TENSOR
Now the total Lagrangian-density is,
^  ... (3.2)
7?
The Lagrangian equations of motion for \)oson fields is,
-  0 ... (3 3)
The Lagrangian, (3.1) depends locally on fields iT>’s / t., yl, B, and the fixed 
four-vector ??, i e ,
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Avhere Lr is given by equation (2.9) and,
L{x) L{ip^{x), daOo(a:), ii)
So one has in the standard way,
OL
a 0 dyOa
with
... (3 4)
... ;3.r»)
... (3i(»)
However the peculiarities ai'o observed with LorentT; transformation properties 
wdior(» one finds,
=  (Ai^ r9„'’-» /'V V ) (3.7)
instead of being zero. Now define by,
... (3.8)
It is known that is zero for scalar fields, so that inserting equation (3.8) 
into (3 7) and using (3 5) one gets,
dL ... (3 9)
Defining symmetric energy-momentum tensor a.s
-  (3 10)
and using (3.9) 
one finds
+ (» 4 " a / - « " V ) i  ... (3 11)
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Using Lr which alono contains n, one gets,
{n'^d,, '^~n’'dnnLr -  -n A {n  {{n.d)-^jeA{n (3.12)
so finally,
—nA{n [{n.dy'jcA{7i.d)-\js ... (3 13)
whicli is symmetric except for the last term So
=  j ^  -  S{nA{n.[{n.d)- j^eA{n d)~'^ ji,
... (3.14)
Using total Lagrangian (3.1) and (3 13) one gets,
n„, -  i{F .F+F<iFir+X(d„+ie^A ^+ii„B ^)4,n*0,^„
n
4-S(d;*— 2^ '*’’[ ( a+i e„ ^ +  ?:<7„5)0„*.(d—
» n
—iin^ )<l>n\—nf^ {n [(li. d)-i .jeA{n ■ • ■ (3 1C)
4. Canonical commutation relations
To linearise the Lagrangian equation of motion (2 7) one imposes the axial 
gauge conditions
n A — n .B —0 ... (41)
The procedure is to add lagrangian density
Lq —- <.^ ^^ {[d{n.A)Y-\-\0{'i  ^ to eqn (3.1) to obtain total Lagra- 
rian density as,
Then
L =  Lr-\-LQ-\-LM~\-Li
0,, =  \ {F FA-F^ F<^r+'^{{d,^-ienA^+iW<f>n*d,4>r.
n
-17'‘ -[(a+ie„4+ig',B )5i„*.(a-ie„.4-ig„5)5J„l}
A+d^n.B0,n B —g‘‘ ’'i{(dn.A)^-\-{dn:BYy]
... (4.2)
... (4.3)
Now wo consider the question of equal-time commutation relations. Zwanziger 
(1971) has deduced this relation by calculating a set of canonical variable. Tt is
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much better to follow a method of Pierles to calculate the oommiitators, which 
is given below for our case. This method can also bo used for spin-1/2 fields. 
We will take n =  (0, n) hereafter without loss of generality. From the Lagrangian 
one gets for four-potentials A and B
x), B^{t, «/)] =  ieico^''n^n.d)-^x—y) ... (4r.4a)
[B>*{t, x), B {^t, y)] =  [A>^ {t, x), A''{t.y)-\ ==. -i(go^n^+9 oV){n d^Hx-^y) (4.4b)
All the equations here-to-fore are invariant under sinniltaneous substitutions,
{^n9n)- {^ r^, «OS O^gn BUI 6, SUl COB 0)
{A, B)—^ (cos 0 sin O.B, A sin 0-\~B. cos 0)
or equivalently (F, F^)-^ (cos sin O.F^ , cos 0 F^-i-nin 6 F).
Now the quantization of 0 „ ’s is governed by the commutations
(into)] -  0 =
,uid [7r„(*. t). ?!„(?/,«)] =  In*(x , t), -  {i 5b)
WJth T!„(x) =\d„(x)-VieAa(x)-\-i^B„{x)\^n* 511)
Mid 7T,*(a:) =  [3„(a:) — —
Tho 0 ,,’h commuic with A and B.
i'Vom equations (2.3) and (2.4) tliii clcotroiuaguotic tioldB can bo written as.
=  I =  £  =  — V)“W e  ---whore,
Pe =  '^ieJ{do-\-ienAo 
n
=. S »j„[(3„+»e„.4„+iC„B„)?i«
n
winch lead to following commutation relation,
[i?,(»), =  icij \kS(x-y)
l®,(®). Ej{y)] =- Wx), Si(y)) = 0
(4.7a)
(4.7b)
(4.8a)
(4.8b)
(4.»a)
(4.9'o)
From equation (4 3) on© easily gets, the Hamiltonian density to bo,
— 2 ^ [(n V ^ " -n .V X -B ) '‘ + (n  V -B "+n .V X ^)“+ (V n .^ )’‘ + (V n .i()“] 
- n  v [ ^ “(n V )-V .+ iJ “(n .v )-V :]
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(4 .1 0 )
and
A^r<' — ( V X i 4 ) x ( v x H ) — ^^ 2 [n n-VX5Jvn.i4
— i  [n VX-4Jvn B ~ n
n
5 . CllAllGlG QL^ANTIZATION
(4.11)
r^ii(i inlinileHimiil transforjnationrt laAV lor various opcjrators arc given by Ikeir 
equal-tniie commutation relation with 31^  ^ In the present case it is found.
=^\{xi^d^-x-d>^)-^m},r\<p„ ... (5.1a)
-dkye^ -^inAl)-'^\)L {^7iAjQ<^ f^ -^n^nAj.yit^^^\ ... (5.1b)
— {'n.d)~\n {^nAje)* *^'^—'n'’{nAj^)‘*'^ ~^\ ... (5 1c)
where 7/ "  =  {ti.d)-^{nAA)^^, v/j"" =  {n.d)-HnAB)>^\ i]n^ " =
From the equation (5.1b) and (5.le) it is evident that 7i.A and n B  transform 
like scalars i e
~i[n.A , 31'^ '^ ] =  {x‘^ d^ —x^d )^n A and -4—> .B ... (5 2)
one also finds In  ^ — {dfi(j>n* ^n— n^*dfi<pj^ ) transforms like a vector i e.
... (5.3)
and Jf"*) =  (5.4)
The finite transformation law of n.A, n.B, Jn^  and F"'', A*^  are,
n.A^{x) =  U{A)n.A(x)U~^A) =  n.A{Ax) and A-^ B  ... (5.5a)
=  tr(A )7'„/(«)l7-i(A ) =  A ,- i » A ,- 1’' J " ’^(A*) . . .  (5.6o)
a J^(x ) =  U{A.)Af-(x)U-\h) =  A -> ,M ''(Aj:)+a„i;/(a;)+[» .5(A -i» .5 )l-ie% „»'> (A ->»)y .^ - . . .  (5.5d)=  U(A)S'‘ U-HA) = A -V S '’(Ax)+d„vA^)—[(n..9)(A-%.a)] *6%„»<'(A-i»)"jeA2’ (5.6e)whore C7(A) =  exp (JI/.Q),
~  J (w 2/)(/?,_A??,)j4(A2/)d^ y _ (5.6f)
V^ c(^ ) = f(n  d)~^(x-?j)(n~An)B(Ai/)d^i/ . . .  (5.6g)and the kernel
(n d n 'd)-! ] f  S^ (x~n^ ’>-nt)le(s) e(f) +  ] Idsdf, . . .  (6.G)lo  verify group multiplication property one haa to uho the property./7(A2)^ ;e i ?7-1(A2) — Tje^  (A a^;) ±  [(y»'d ?ij d (a;)]. . .  (5 7)N ext we consider the transformation law for which takes the form.
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=  a(A)/„»J7-x(A) =  A,-*«7„v(A*) ... ' (6.5b)
0 J x )  U{A)(j>n{x)U 1(A) =  ?i„(Ax) exp „(x)] (5.8)
wliereas can be seen from the commutation relation equation (5.1a). Now we consider the group multiplication property for rotations We get, from (5 7) and (5.8)
U{Rz)U{B^)<j)J,x)U-\R^)V-\R^) =- v J^jRgix) exp {—i'nn^^Rix)]
exp { - i [^ n ^ « ^ x ) -^ /“(i2ix)-5(ac)]} ... (6.9)where ,J(x) =  n -iiiX  n 2i(»^.V^i V»^ 2i-V)~^(enA>i^=^-CnPe* “ 0  ■ ■ ■ (610)and = B^ R^ , m  =  Rx~^ n, n^ i =  ^ 2i"^n
Smoo 8{x) commutes with other factors in the exponent and (R^x) with 
(x) one gets,
(7(Ji2mR,)Mx)V~HR,)U-HR,) =  C7(E2i)0„C7-i(iJ2,)e^«<*> . . .  (5.11)
So for the group property to be satisfied must be unity which means that 
eigenvalues of 5(x) must be integral multiple of 27T.
3
Now,
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[<y(a;), =  — { ^ y J 3 m - e m 9 n ) n v n i  X nai(»^.V% V^2i-
... (5.12)
So with
n.niXn2i(^ V^i V^2i'V)” M*) =  n-niXnaii J ns—ni<—nai**^ )
X [e(fl)e(0e(M )+c(s)+ e(i)+ e(w)]dsd«dii 
== i  [e(5o)®(Ue(w„)+e(.9o)+e(*o)+e(^o)] (6 13)
whore «o =  x n X n i ,  <o =  x n iX n a i ,  %  =  x H 2 iX n
It is easy to see that l/8[e(fio)fi( o^) (^'“'o)+®(®o)+ (^^o)~H (^^o)] takes values or 0 
±1 /2  depending on either one or two of 8q, Iq and Uq is negative or none or all 
negative respeotively. It is evident from (5.12) that oonneots eigens­
tates of (^a;) whose eigenvalues differ by 0 or ±1 /2  {B^gm—gn^m)- Hence for 
group multiplication property to bo satisfied,
=  0 r^a ... (5-14)
where Cnm is an integer. Thus the charge quantizaton obtained for spinor case 
is also here reproduced, as a condition that infinitesimal Lorentz transformation 
may be integrated to give finite Lorentz group.
6. Feynman R ules
The charged particle propagators are as usual,
—i  <  T0„(a;)^„*(y) >  =  m) ... (6 1)
where Aif(a;, m) satisfies, ( —5®—m*)A/?(a;, m) — <J^ (a;)
Putting F /  =  (^;,,R;*), (a =  l , 2)  ... (6.2)
one gets the photon propagator to be,
- i  <  T V \ { x ) V b M  >  =  {[ -g u .M d u n ,+ n ^ d ,) {n d ) -^ ]d a b
- e , , a r n ’^ d^n.d)-^]eab}^F{x-y, 0) ... (6.3)
One also has to replace vortices c(^)±^>')y and — of ordinary spin zero
electrodynamics by g'®„(p±p')„ and —2(g„®)^ ]gr„p where charge vector g„® is 
given by,
? ,“ = (« » .? » )  -  (®-*)
It is of course quite known that the S  operator, given by,
s - -  T  e x p [ i  J Hi{x)dfx] .. ■ (6 6)
where T  is time ordered produot, cannot be expanded into an infinite series be- 
cause of the large magnetic coupling constant.
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Conclusion
We have been able to show that the Chiral Invariant combination (fimd'n— 
fn9m) iiot eg need be quantized as a condition of consistence of the field theoretic 
formulaton of spin-zero meson carrying electric and magnetic charges. It is 
of course evident that with a little more calculational complications theory can 
be extended to the case of spin-1 fields.
If the magnetic charge is non-zero, the value it has is reciprocal to the electrical 
charge and turns out to be too high. One charged particle carrying charges =  e, 
leads to another charged particle to carry charges — e, g^  — 4 7r/e. The 
sticond particle will have super-strong interactions with electromagnetic field 
with g^ /47r =137. It may be easier to argue that for pi-mesons such interactions 
are presumably ruled out by present day high energy experiments.
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